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Land use and sediment alluviation/deposition are the main factors influencing the vertical
distributions of particles with different sizes and soil organic carbon (SOC) forms. Based on
field investigation, experimental analysis, data analysis, soil particle characteristics, and the
relationships with SOC compositions are studied in the typical alluviation/deposition area
of Kaifeng–Zhoukou. In the soil profile, the particulate matter is mainly 10–50 μm and
50–250 μm in size with an average content of approximately 65%, the content difference
within the same size particle range is small. There is a large content range of <1,000 μm
particles, which is the main factor affecting the change in soil properties. The fractal
dimension (D) of soil particles ranges from 2.21 to 2.78. The value of D of each layer in
farmland is higher than that of each layer in woodland, and it has been observed that
DNF(farmland in the nonflooded area) > DF(farmland in the flooded area) and DNW(woodland in the nonflooded

area) > DW(farmland in the nonflooded area). The contents of particles smaller than 50 μm have a
positive effect on D, and the particles exceeding 50 μm have a negative effect. The
contents of 10–50 μm, <2 μm, 2–5 μm, and 5–10 μmparticles and their dynamic variances
are the root causes of theD differences in the farmland/woodland soil in the FA (the flooded
area) and NFA (the nonflooded area). SOC components combine to a greater extent with
silt and clay that are <10 μm in size in the NF, and the stability is relatively high. The contents
of the 10–50 μm and <10 μm particles are the main reasons for the differences in the soil
active and nonactive organic carbon (AOC and NOC, respectively) contents in the FA and
the NFA. The difference inD can reflect the change in SOC and its components and can be
used as an index to characterize the variance in soil properties and quality. This study
revealed the influences of the different particle sizes in the SOC components, which will
expand and enrich the current area of study and further provide a basis to increase SOC
and improve soil quality.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Soil organic carbon is the carrier of different kinds of elements
that support life; its decomposition and transformation products
affect the cycles of nutrient elements (Duru et al., 2015; Jharna
et al., 2018) and life processes in Earth surface systems, thus
playing an important role in maintaining soil quality (Stockmann
et al., 2015; Giulia et al., 2019) and stabilizing the ecosystem
structure. At the same time, as the largest organic carbon storage
source in terrestrial ecosystems, minute changes can negate the
carbon balance and release processes among living systems and
affect the CO2 content in the atmosphere, which can result in
climate change (Wynn et al., 2006). The dynamic change and
influence mechanisms of SOC have become a hot topic in
recent years.

Soil particulate matter with different particle sizes constitutes
the skeleton of structure formation, and the interaction with soil
organic matter (SOM) can promote aggregate formation
(Bottinelli et al., 2017) and SOC accumulation (Zheng et al.,
2017), which is the dominant form of organic carbon. The
turnover rate of SOC in aggregates is faster than that of the
inorganic matter in the mineral particles, and the combination
modes between the SOC components and different-sized
particles and their conversion process affect the release or
fixation of SOC and nutrient elements (Yılmaz et al., 2019;
Sun et al., 2016). The content and particle size distribution
(PSD) of particulate matter are the main controlling factors of
SOC variation. At present, numerous studies on the distribution
characteristics of clay, silt, and sand particles (Meysam, et al.,
2019; Tian, et al., 2022) as well as the soil matter content and
biological properties (Zhang et al., 2019; Yao et al., 2019; Stuart
et al., 2009; Li et al., 2019; Racheal et al., 2019) have been carried
out. Achievements have been made on the sources, structural
characteristics, and stability of the SOC components and their
relationship with the contents of clay, silt, and sand particles
(Hang et al., 2014; Li et al., 2015; Zheng et al., 2011), and the
results are obtained based on a coarse classification system of the
particle size. Due to the complex dynamic relationship between
the different size particles and every substance in soil, actual
existing characteristics or mechanisms may be overlooked. The
particle size was further subdivided on the basis of clay, silt, and
sand classifications and was applied to the relationship between
the Quaternary loess deposit or lake sequence stratigraphy
characteristics and the paleoenvironment (Yang and Ding,
2017; Xu et al., 2006; Dong et al., 2014), but there are
relatively few studies on the relationship between soil
particles and SOC components based on subdivision
classification. Since the size, shape, and stability of soil
particles affect many ecological processes, the description and
overall quantitative study of soil particle characteristics is of
great importance by means of the fractal dimension method
(Ma et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2019), which has become an
effective path to analyze the relationships between soil physical
properties and chemical/biological properties (Xu et al., 2021).
Whether the relationships between the fractal dimension of the
particle size and soil organic carbon can reflect the difference of
each particle size and its relationship with soil organic carbon, it

needs to be further verified for the simplified analysis and
revealed internal mechanism.

The lower reach of the Yellow River is a silt alluviation/
deposition plain formed by Yellow River flooding, and the
plain is an important grain production area in China
Agricultural production activity dominated by tillage is the
main characteristic of the area. There is a prominent
contradiction between the agricultural soils developed on the
basis of Yellow River silt alluvium and the sustainable
development of regional agriculture. How to increase the SOC
content to improve soil fertility and comprehensive quality
characteristics and alleviate the SOC consumption from high-
intensity farming processes and the negative effects of climate
change on sandy soil are the important problems in the
development of agriculture in this region. In this study, based
on a further subdivision of the size of clay, silt, and sand particles,
taking the soil of the sediment alluviation and deposition region
in the lower reach of the Yellow River as an example, the content
and distribution of particles with different sizes are examined,
and the dynamic relationships between the SOC components and
each size particle are explored. The influence mechanisms of the
different particle sizes on SOC ant its components will be
revealed. It will be verified whether the fractal dimension can
be a quantitative index reflecting the relationship between the soil
particle size and soil organic carbon, thereby enriching the
present research area and providing the basis for regional SOC
enhancement and soil quality improvement.

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 The Study Area
The study area is located in the eastern plain in Henan province
(32°10′-35°10′N, 114°-116°39′E). The terrain in the plain region
is flat with an altitude of 40–100 m, belonging to the warm
temperate zone and has a continental monsoon climate with
four distinct seasons; the rainy season is hot, and the annual
average temperature ranges from 13.93°C to 14.81°C, while the
annual precipitation ranges from 600 to 874 mm. Affected by
the sediment of the Yellow River, a mosaic distribution of
sandy, loamy, and clay textures is formed, and sandy soil is
dominant, accounting for 68% of the total sediments (Meng
et al., 1998). After the Yellow River breached the riverbank at
Huayuankou in 1938, water burst out the dyke. In the following
9 years, the Yellow River became a tributary of the Huai River,
the river channel silted up and the fertile farmland was flooded.
The Yellow River flooded an area larger than 20,000 m2 and
passed through the three provinces of Henan, Anhui, and
Jiangsu. The area flooded by the Yellow River in Henan
province is located below Huayuankou and is located along
the Jialu River and the Ying River from northwest to southeast,
covering an area of 9,000 km2. The area accounts for 60% of the
total area flooded by the Yellow River. The land use types are
mainly dry land, urban and rural areas, residential and
industrial land, woodland, and water bodies; crops grow
twice a year, and the area is an important grain production
area of China.
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2.2 Sample Collection and Experiments
Soil samples are collected by the grid method. Based on the
regional topographic map and the land use map, the spatial
locations of sampling points are selected on the map. A 10 ×
10 km grid is used during sampling, and various factors of land
use distribution, planting mode, fertilization method, soil type,
planting history, and accessibility are considered in the field when
sampling; the preset sampling point positions are adjusted
accordingly on the map. The soil profile depth is 100 cm, the
interval is 20 cm, and there are five samples for each sample point
in the profile. Finally, 237 samples were obtained. Among the
samples, 18 woodland samples (W) and 78 farmland samples (F)
were collected in the flooded area (FA), and 10 woodland samples
(NW) and 131 farmland samples (NF) were collected in the
nonflooded area (NFA).

The soil samples are air-dried and sieved indoors. Total
organic carbon (TOC) is determined by the oil bath heating-
K2Cr2O7 volumetric method (Huo and Li, 1986). The soil active
organic carbon (AOC) is determined by KMnO4 oxidation
(Loginow et al., 1987; Lefroy et al., 1993). The difference
between TOC and AOC is the nonactive organic carbon
(NOC). The contents of the particles with different sizes were
measured using a laser particle analyzer (Mastersizer 3000,
Malvern Company, United Kingdom) (Zhang et al., 2012a). A
15-ml 10% H2O2 solution was added to each 0.5 g soil sample to
remove the soil organic matter, and a 20-ml 10% HCl solution
was added to remove carbonate salts. Deionized water was added,
and the liquid supernatant was then removed. Then, the pH was
adjusted to 6.5–7. The 10-ml 0.05 ml/L sodium
hexametaphosphate was added, and after ultrasonic vibration
for 10 min, the percentage volume of particles was measured.

2.3 Data Analysis and Processing
The fractal dimension of the soil particle size is calculated as Eq. 1
(Tyler and Wheatcraft, 1992; Wang et al., 2005):

lg(V(r<R)
VT

) � (3 −D)lg(R

λV
) (1)

whereD is the fractal dimension of the soil particle volume, VT is the
total volume of soil particles, r is the soil particle diameter, V is the
cumulative volume of the soil particles with a size smaller than R, R is
the arithmetic mean of upper and lower limits within a graded range
(μm), and λv is the maximum size of all particles (μm). SPSS 24.0 is
used to generate data statistics and correlation analysis.

3 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

3.1 Distribution Characteristics of the
Particles With Different Sizes Under the
Influence of Land Uses
3.1.1 Distribution of the Particles With Different Sizes
in the Soil Profile
In accordance with international and Chinese soil grading
standards, the clay, silt, and sand are further subdivided into

<2 μm, 2–5 μm, 5–10 μm, 10–50 μm, 50–250 μm, 250–500 μm,
500–1,000 μm, and 1,000–3,000 μm particles (Figure 1). The
average content of the 10–50 μm and 50–250 μm fractions is
approximately 65%, and the contents of the 2–5 μm, 5–10 μm,
and 250–500 μm fractions are similar and range from 7 to 10%,
while the content of the <2 μm particles ranges from 4.08 to
4.80%; the 1,000–3,000 μm particle content is less than 1%. The
Fisher’s least significant difference method was used for multiple
comparison, the content difference within the same size particle
range is small in the soil profile except for the <2 μm particle size.
It can be seen that the content range of the particles that are
<1,000 μm in size is high, which is the main reason affecting the
change in soil properties.

In each layer of the 0–100 cm soil depth range in farmland
(Figure 2), the average content of each particle size (<50 μm) is
higher than that in woodland, while the 50–250 μm content
(>50 μm) is lower; the difference between the other particle
size contents (250–500 μm, 500–1,000 μm, and
1,000–3,000 μm) is small. Comparing the farmland/woodland
soil in the FA with that in the NFA, the content of each
particle size (<50 μm) in the farmland/woodland soil in the
FA is lower than that in the farmland/forestland soil in the
NFA, the average content of the <50 μm particles in FA and
NFA is 66.34 and 52.29%, respectively. The contents of
50–250 μm and 250–500 μm (>50 μm) in the farmland/
woodland soil in the FA are higher than those in the
farmland/forestland soil in the NFA, the average content of
the >50 μm particles in the FA and the NFA is 33.67 and
47.71%, respectively. There is no difference between the other
particle sizes.

Whether in the FA or the NFA, in the soil profile for the same
land use, the content of the same size particle has a certain
difference from the surface layer to lower layers. These show that
land uses and the sediment alluviation/deposition process are the
main factors affecting the vertical distribution and spatial
variability characteristics of the particles with different sizes.

3.1.2 D Characteristics of the Soil Particles in the Soil
Profile
D ranged from 2.21 to 2.78, and the average value was approximately
2.50 (Table 1). For the same land use,D of the 0–40 cm layer is higher
than that of the 40–100 cm layer, and the degree of variation in D is
low in each layer in the soil profile. Based on the average values, D of
each layer in farmland is higher than that of each layer in woodland,
showing that DNF > DF and DNW > DW.

3.1.3 Relationship Between the Different Particle Sizes
and D Characteristics
1) Correlation analysis between the soil particles and D

In the farmland profile, D of each layer is positively correlated
with the <50 μm particle content, among which D is significantly
positively correlated with the <2 μm, 2–5 μm, and 5–10 μm
particle contents and significantly negatively correlated with
the >50 μm particle content (except the 1,000–3,000 μm
particle content) (Table 2). The difference is that the degree of
significance and the correlation coefficient of positive correlation
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between D and the 10–50 μm particle content of each layer of the
flooded farmland profile are greater than those of each layer of the
nonflooded farmland profile; the results show that the
contribution of the 10–50 μm particle content to D in the FA

is greater than that in the NFA, which is also the main reason for
the D difference in the flooded and nonflooded farmlands.

For each layer of the woodland profile, the positive and
negative relationships between D and the particles are

FIGURE 1 | Average percentage distribution of the soil particles in the region. [Different lowercase letters indicate significant difference in the content of the same
particle size in the soil profile (p < 0.05)].

FIGURE 2 | Average content distribution of the soil particles in the soil profile. (NW/NF is the woodland/farmland in the nonflooded area, and W/F is the woodland/
farmland in the flooded area).
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consistent with those for each layer of the farmland profile.
The relationships are separated by 50 μm as a boundary,
where D is positively correlated with the <50 μm particles,
among which D is significantly positively correlated with the
<2 μm, 2–5 μm, and 5–10 μm particle size contents and
significantly negatively correlated with the >50 μm particle
size content (Table 3). The difference is that the degree of
significance and correlation coefficient of the negative
correlation between D and the 10–50 μm and 250–500 μm
particle size contents of each layer of the flooded woodland
profile are all greater than those of each layer of the
nonflooded woodland profile, which indicates that the
10–50 μm and 250–500 μm particle contents are the main
reasons for the fractal dimension difference between the
flooded and nonflooded woodlands.

The 50 μm size particle size can be used as a demarcation
point to distinguish the D changes. The <50 μm particles have
a positive effect on D, while the >50 μm particles have a
negative effect on D. In farmland and woodland of the FA
and the NFA, the 10–50 μm content is significantly higher
than those of the other particle sizes, but the positive
correlation of the 10–50 μm particles with D is lower than
that of the <10 μm particles with D, which indicates that the
contributions of the clay, fine, and medium silt particles
<10 μm to D are higher than that of the 10–50 μm particles.

2) Content relationship betweenD and the different particle sizes

In each layer from 0–100 cm, there is a consistent change
rule between D and the particle content in the FA and the
NFA. Only the 0–20 cm and 20–40 cm layers are taken as
examples, and the relationships are analyzed as shown in
Figures 3–6. The dotted line is the trend line. The effect may
not be considered because the 1,000–3,000 μm content is less
than 1%. In the farmland and woodland, the <2 μm, 2–5 μm,
and 5–10 μm contents show linearly increasing trends, and the
50–250 μm, 250–500 μm, and 500–1,000 μm contents exhibit
linearly decreasing trends with increasing D, while the
negative effect gradually decreases with an increasing
particle size. The relationship between D and the 10–50 μm
particles is affected by the content of the <2 μm, 2–5 μm, and
5–10 μm particles. When D is lower than 2.55, the content of
the <2 μm, 2–5 μm, 5–10 μm, and 10–50 μm particles
consistently increases with increasing D. When D exceeds
2.55, the positive relation with D increases with an increasing
content of the <2 μm, 2–5 μm, and 5–10 μm particles, but the
content of 10–50 μm exhibits an opposite change with D,
namely, a decreasing trend.

Although there are few soil sample points in the woodlands,
the aforementioned rules also apply. Therefore, the 10–50 μm,
<2 μm, 2–5 μm, and 5–10 μm particle contents and their dynamic

TABLE 1 | D statistical characteristic of the particles in the woodland (W) and farmland (F) in the flooded area (FA) and the nonflooded area (NFA).

Area Depth Range Minimum Maximum Average Variance

W F W F W F W F W F

NFA 0–20 0.20 0.36 2.39 2.42 2.59 2.78 2.50 ± 0.06 2.60 ± 0.07 0.00 0.01
20–40 0.19 0.39 2.40 2.39 2.59 2.78 2.49 ± 0.05 2.60 ± 0.08 0.00 0.01
40–60 0.20 0.40 2.40 2.38 2.60 2.78 2.49 ± 0.06 2.59 ± 0.08 0.00 0.01
60–80 0.21 0.42 2.36 2.36 2.57 2.78 2.49 ± 0.06 2.58 ± 0.08 0.00 0.01
80–100 0.23 0.43 2.34 2.35 2.57 2.78 2.48 ± 0.06 2.58 ± 0.08 0.00 0.01

FA 0–20 0.35 0.43 2.28 2.31 2.63 2.74 2.47 ± 0.09 2.52 ± 0.09 0.01 0.01
20–40 0.34 0.49 2.25 2.28 2.59 2.77 2.46 ± 0.08 2.52 ± 0.09 0.01 0.01
40–60 0.37 0.61 2.25 2.14 2.62 2.75 2.45 ± 0.08 2.49 ± 0.10 0.01 0.01
60–80 0.32 0.51 2.25 2.24 2.57 2.75 2.43 ± 0.07 2.49 ± 0.10 0.01 0.01
80–100 0.29 0.54 2.25 2.21 2.54 2.75 2.43 ± 0.07 2.49 ± 0.10 0.01 0.01

TABLE 2 | Correlation analysis between the soil particles and D in the farmland in the flooded area (FA) and the nonflooded area (NFA).

Name <2 2–5 5–10 10–50 50–250 250–500 500–1,000 1,000–3,000

NFA D0–20 0.68** 0.84** 0.83** 0.21* −0.84** −0.41** −0.27** 0.11
D20–40 0.64** 0.80** 0.78** 0.16 −0.81** −0.30** −0.23** 0.08
D40–60 0.72** 0.51** 0.78** 0.20* −0.80** −0.34** −0.27** −0.15
D60–80 0.75** 0.81** 0.78** 0.15 −0.79** −0.37** −0.28** −0.04
D80–100 0.74** 0.81** 0.78** 0.14 −0.77** −0.36** −0.31** −0.05

FA D0–20 0.60** 0.82** 0.90** 0.57** −0.78** −0.58** −0.49** −0.12
D20–40 0.61** 0.83** 0.87** 0.51** −0.78** −0.57** −0.46** −0.09
D40–60 0.65** 0.76** 0.75** 0.44** −0.73** −0.46** −0.44** −0.29
D60–80 0.64** 0.78** 0.77** 0.37** −0.76** −0.36** −0.29** −0.13
D80–100 0.69 0.77** 0.76** 0.42** −0.74** −0.39** −0.35** −0.29

*significant correlation (p < 0.05) and **significant correlation (p < 0.01).
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variances are the root causes of the D difference in farmland/
woodland in the FA and the NFA.

3.2 Relationship Between the SOC
Components and the Different Particle
Sizes Under the Influence of Land Use
3.2.1 Content Characteristics of the SOC and Its
Components in the Profile
At depths of 0–100 cm, the TOC, AOC, and NOC contents were
0.05–30.03 g/kg, 0.01–8.86 g/kg, and 0.02–23.36 g/kg,
respectively. In the same soil layer, the content and range
showed a trend of TOC > NOC > AOC. From the surface
layer to the bottom, the contents of TOC, AOC, and NOC
decreased, and the gap narrowed. In each layer of the

farmland and woodland profiles, the average contents of TOC,
AOC, and NOC show trends of NF>F and NF>NW > F. The
results show that farming management has increased the SOC
content and its components, and the SOC content in farmland
and woodland in the FA can still be improved.

3.2.2 Relationship Between the SOC Components and
Particles Under the Influence of Land Use
The mineral composition and specific surface of the particles with
different sizes are different, which can affect the SOC content and
combination mode with the SOC components and reflect the
surface material processes influenced by multiple factors.
Therefore, there is a certain corresponding relationship between
particle distribution and the SOC content. In the profile, the
contents of TOC, AOC, and NOC in farmland and woodland

TABLE 3 | Correlation analysis between the soil particles and D in the woodland in the flooded area (FA) and the nonflooded area (NFA).

Name <2 2–5 5–10 10–50 50–250 250–500 500–1,000 1,000–3,000

NFA D0–20 0.99** 0.96** 0.98** 0.53 −0.77** −0.40 −0.01 −0.004
D20–40 0.99** 0.90** 0.93** 0.46 −0.80** 0.003 0.47 −0.27
D40–60 0.98** 0.94** 0.94** 0.66* −0.85** −0.20 0.44 −0.23
D60–80 0.99** 0.94** 0.93** 0.56 −0.68** −0.28 −0.36 −0.32
D80–100 0.97** 0.91** 0.91** 0.79* −0.74** −0.40 −0.10 −0.13

FA D0–20 0.57* 0.94** 0.90** 0.84** −0.81** −0.48* −0.13 −0.16
D20–40 0.56* 0.83** 0.80** 0.82** −0.66** −0.63** −0.20 −0.14
D40–60 0.65** 0.76** 0.84** 0.74** −0.63** −0.62** −0.11 −0.09
D60–80 0.95** 0.78** 0.86** 0.78** −0.47 −0.67** −0.23 −0.09
D80–100 0.68** 0.84** 0.92** 0.83** −0.35 −0.79** −0.36 −0.11

*significant correlation (p < 0.05) and **significant correlation (p < 0.01).

FIGURE 3 | Content relationship between D and the particle size in the farmland (NF) in the nonflooded area.
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are positively correlated with D; there is a significant correlation
with D in farmland but no significant correlation with D in
woodland is observed. This result indicates that the content and

distribution characteristics of the particles with different sizes affect
the SOC active and inactive components as shown in Table 4,
Table 5, Table 6, Table 7.

FIGURE 4 | Content relationship between D and the particle size in the farmland (F) in the flooded area.

FIGURE 5 | Content relationship between D and the particle size in the woodland (NW) in the nonflooded area.
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The 50 μm size as the demarcation point in the relationships
between the SOC components and different particle sizes, namely,
the TOC, AOC, and NOC contents are positively correlated with the
<50 μm particles and negatively or weakly correlated with the
>50 μm particles (1,000–3,000 μm). In the farmland profile in the
NFA, the contents of TOC, AOC, and NOC have a significant
positive correlation with the <2 μm, 2–5 μm, and 5–10 μm particles
in the <50 μm range, a weak positive correlation with the 10–50 μm
particles, and a significant negative correlation with the 50–250 μm
and 250–500 μm particles in the >50 μm range. When comparing

flooded farmland to nonflooded farmland, similarities and
differences are observed. A similarity is that the SOC
components are significantly correlated with the <2 μm, 2–5 μm,
5–10 μm, 50–250 μm, and 250–500 μm contents. The difference is
that the correlation degree and the correlation coefficient of the
relations of the SOC components with the 10–50 μm and
500–1,000 μm contents in flooded farmland are higher than
those in nonflooded farmland, which is an important reason
affecting D and the content of SOC components and causes high
TOC, NOC, and AOC contents in nonflooded farmland and low

FIGURE 6 | Content relationship between D and the particle size in the woodland (W) in the flooded area.

TABLE 4 | Correlation analysis between the soil particles and SOC in the farmland in the nonflooded area.

Depth Name D <2 2–5 5–10 10–50 50–250 250–500 500–1,000 1,000–3,000

0–20 TOC 0.39** 0.39** 0.41* 0.36** 0.04 −0.30** −0.31** −0.16 0.11
AOC 0.36** 0.31** 0.32** 0.28** 0.03 −0.28** −0.16 −0.05 0.07
NOC 0.36** 0.38** 0.40** 0.36** 0.04 −0.27** −0.33** −0.18* 0.11

20–40 TOC 0.42** 0.36** 0.44** 0.37** 0.05 −0.33** −0.28** −0.26** −0.05
AOC 0.44** 0.22* 0.33** 0.29** 0.07 −0.21* −0.14 −0.11 0.04
NOC 0.36** 0.36** 0.41** 0.34** 0.08 −0.32** −0.28** −0.27** −0.07

40–60 TOC 0.47** 0.39** 0.49** 0.45** 0.00 −0.34** −0.28** −0.20* −0.05
AOC 0.43** 0.31** 0.33** 0.26** 0.03 −0.19* −0.18* −0.15 −0.03
NOC 0.42** 0.35** 0.47** 0.45** 0.01 −0.34** −0.27** −0.19* −0.05

60–80 TOC 0.38** 0.26** 0.34** 0.31** 0.00 −0.19** −0.28** −0.21* −0.03
AOC 0.42** 0.34** 0.31** 0.21* 0.00 −0.19* −0.18* −0.14 0.00
DOC 0.34** 0.21* 0.36** 0.30** 0.01 −0.18* −0.27** −0.20* −0.03

80–100 TOC 0.38** 0.36** 0.47** 0.44** 0.01 −0.28** −0.37** −0.34** −0.11
AOC 0.41** 0.33** 0.31** 0.25** 0.05 −0.21** −0.25** −0.21* −0.02
NOC 0.34** 0.32** 0.46** 0.44** 0.00 −0.27** −0.36** −0.33** −0.12

*significant correlation (p < 0.05) and **significant correlation (p < 0.01).
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contents in flooded farmland in the soil profile. In terms of the
particle size and properties, clays, and fine silt that are <2 μm,
2–5 μm, and 5–10 μm in size are the main factors affecting the NOC
content and its stability, while the 50–250 μm, 250–500 μm, and
500–1,000 μm particles cause the changes in the biological and SOC
turnover processes. In the nonflooded farmland, the content of
<2 μm, 2–5 μm, and 5–10 μm particles is higher than those in the
FA, where more stable SOC can be retained, which increases the
NOC content. The functions of the 50–250 μm, 250–500 μm, and
500–1,000 μm particles are reflected in the increase in soil porosity,
oxygen, and moisture, which is beneficial to SOM decomposition by
soil fauna and microorganisms. In the farmland in the NFA and the
FA, the correlation differences among the 10–50 μm particles and
the contents of TOC, AOC, and NOC indicate that the SOC
components in nonflooded farmland combine to a greater extent
with silt and clay smaller than 10 μm, which results in a high activity
and high stability. The SOC components in the flooded farmland

combine to a greater extent with the silt and clay particles that are
<10 μm and 10–50 μm in size. Due to the influence of the 10–50 μm
particles, the retention of the SOC components is relatively weak and
more likely to change. This phenomenon is the main reason for the
difference in the TOC, NOC, and AOC contents in the NFA and
the FA.

In the soil profile of the woodlands in the NFA and the FA, the
relationships between the TOC, AOC, and NOC contents and
each particle size show a consistent behavior, but the correlation
is not strong. This result may be related to the fewer sampling
points and a low content of SOC components.

In farmland and woodland, the relationships among the TOC,
AOC, and NOC contents and the content of each particle size show
consistent rules compared to those with D, but there exist certain
differences. This finding indicates that the different particle sizes
are the key factors that affect the content and distribution of the
SOC components, control the SOC turnover processes, stability

TABLE 5 | Correlation analysis between the soil particles and SOC in the farmland in the flooded area.

Depth Name D <2 2–5 5–10 10–50 50–250 250–500 500–1,000 1,000–3,000

0–20 TOC 0.56** 0.37** 0.45** 0.57** 0.54** −0.56** −0.49** −0.33** −0.12
AOC 0.34** 0.17 0.19 0.31** 0.55** −0.46** −0.35** −0.22 −0.16
NOC 0.57** 0.39** 0.49** 0.59** 0.48** −0.53** −0.49** −0.34** −0.09

20–40 TOC 0.53** 0.32** 0.41** 0.49** 0.36** −0.50** −0.32** −0.23** −0.04
AOC 0.39** 0.15 0.23* 0.31** 0.13 −0.35** −0.03 −0.02 −0.08
NOC 0.50** 0.33** 0.40** 0.48** 0.38** −0.48** −0.36** −0.26* −0.03

40–60 TOC 0.49** 0.32** 0.45** 0.47** 0.22 −0.36** −0.31** −0.28* −0.10
AOC 0.44** 0.06 0.28* 0.31** 0.09 −0.26* −0.09 −0.09 −0.06
NOC 0.46** 0.34** 0.44** 0.46** 0.24* −0.34** −0.36** −0.31** −0.09

60–80 TOC 0.51** 0.29** 0.46** 0.52** 0.23* −0.46** −0.25* −0.17 −0.05
AOC 0.46** 0.08 0.30** 0.39** 0.14 −0.35** −0.09 −0.08 −0.08
DOC 0.48** 0.31** 0.46** 0.51** 0.23* −0.44** −0.26* −0.18 −0.04

80–100 TOC 0.42** 0.32** 0.38** 0.46** 0.35** −0.41** −0.35** −0.31** −0.07
AOC 0.35** 0.13 0.20 0.27* 0.28* −0.37** −0.14 −0.07 −0.01
NOC 0.39** 0.34** 0.39** 0.47** 0.36** −0.38** −0.40** −0.37** −0.10

*significant correlation (p < 0.05) and **significant correlation (p < 0.01).

TABLE 6 | Correlation analysis between the soil particles and SOC in the woodland in the nonflooded area.

Depth Name D <2 2–5 5–10 10–50 50–250 250–500 500–1,000 1,000–3,000

0–20 TOC 0.41 0.49 0.47 0.43 0.14 −0.07 −0.14 0.15 −0.07
AOC 0.17 0.19 0.19 0.22 0.18 0.08 −0.15 0.19 0.45
NOC 0.42 0.51 0.49 0.44 0.13 −0.09 −0.13 0.13 −0.16

20–40 TOC 0.55 0.60 0.75* 0.70* 0.17 −0.30 −0.28 −0.15 −0.35
AOC 0.25 0.29 0.14 0.20 0.32 −0.32 −0.18 0.17 −0.35
NOC 0.50 0.53 0.74* 0.66* 0.08 −0.22 −0.24 −0.20 −0.26

40–60 TOC 0.63* 0.53 0.65* 0.56 0.43 −0.49 −0.21 0.09 −0.32
AOC 0.42 0.48 0.23 0.19 0.54 −0.49 −0.14 0.08 −0.27
NOC 0.62 0.51 0.65* 0.57 0.43 −0.50 −0.19 0.08 −0.44

60–80 TOC 0.59 0.66* 0.64* 0.75* 0.24 −0.42 0.02 −0.08 −0.33
AOC 0.07 0.03 0.18 0.25 0.12 −0.10 0.52 0.32 −0.34
DOC 0.61 0.67* 0.65* 0.75* 0.25 −0.42 −0.03 −0.11 −0.31

80–100 TOC 0.46 0.54 0.51 0.60 0.15 −0.26 −0.06 0.08 −0.23
AOC 0.47 −0.28 0.29 0.10 0.35 0.13 0.74 0.58 −0.17
NOC 0.49 0.57 0.53 0.62 0.17 −0.27 −0.10 0.05 −0.23

*significant correlation (p < 0.05) and **significant correlation (p < 0.01).
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characteristics and release of various elements, and affect soil
quality and regional agricultural development.

4 DISCUSSION

4.1 The Silt Alluviation/Deposition and Land
Use Type Affect Particle Distribution and
Fractal Dimension
The contents of the different soil particle sizes affect D, SOM
turnover processes, and soil properties. The study area is located
in the alluvial plain in the lower reach of the Yellow River, and silt
alleviation from the loess plateau is the main material source of
soil formation. Due to the different degrees of the sediment
influence, the thickness of sandy soil and the particle size vary,
and the combinations of different sizes of particulate matter and
SOM affect the fractal dimension characteristics and the turnover
processes of organic matter. In the study area, D is between 2.21
and 2.78, where the farmland value is higher than that of
woodland, and the NFA value is higher than that of the FA
(DNF > DF and DNW > DW) (Table 1). D is positively correlated
with the clay and silt contents and negatively correlated with the
sand content (Tables 2, 3), our results consistent with studies in
wetland, farmland, and woodland at the loess plateau, in which D
is between 2.24 and 2.70 (Liu et al., 2009; Shi et al., 2011; Ding
et al., 2010), and show the land use type is an important
influencing factor. The essential difference is that land use
type causes the change of SOC component and the aggregate
stability (Hassink, 1997), and then affect the distribution of
different particle sizes (Zhang et al., 2012b). According to the
relationship between D and the particle content, D increases with
an increase in the <10 μm particles and a decrease in the >50 μm
particles in farmland and woodland (Figures 3–6). With the
increase in the 50–250 μm, 250–500 μm, and 500–1,000 μm
particles in the >50 μm range, the negative correlation
gradually decreases. The content of 10–50 μm, <2 μm, 2–5 μm,

and 5–10 μm particles and their synthetic actions are the root
causes of the fractal dimension differences in farmland/forestland
in the flooded and nonflooded areas.

4.2 Difference of Soil Fractal Dimension and
Particle Content Reflect the Variation of
SOC and Its Components
The relationship between the SOC components and D is
consistent with that of the particulate matter, showing that
the D difference can reflect the change in SOC and its
components and can be used as an index to characterize the
variance in soil properties and quality. The cementation of
SOM and particulate matter with different particle sizes is the
main factor controlling the formation of soil aggregates, and
their relationships affect the SOC content (Spohn, and Giani,
2010; Gao et al., 2021). Particulate matter with different sizes is
the result of the long term weathering of soil parent material,
and the content and chemical composition of each particle size
in soil are different due to the influences of the mineral
composition and the soil forming process, and these can
reflect the particle resource and external interference factors
(Zhang et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2018). The specific surface area of
clay and fine silt per unit volume is larger than those of coarse
silt and sand, and the positive charges on the particle surface
easily combine with the negative charges on organic colloids to
form the organic–inorganic complexes. When the SOC
content is low, aggregate formation depends on the
adhesion of inorganic colloids, but with increasing surface
organic matter input, organics participate in the formation of
macroaggregates (Zhang and He, 1997). The results show that
SOM cementation is the main factor for macroaggregate
formation; the larger the aggregate size, the higher the SOC
content is (Chen et al., 2019). In this study, the SOC content in
farmland is higher than that in woodland, and the main reason
is that each particle content below 50 μm in farmland is higher
than that in woodland (Figure 2), while the correlation degree

TABLE 7 | Correlation analysis between the soil particles and SOC in the woodland in the flooded area.

Depth Name D <2 2–5 5–10 10–50 50–250 250–500 500–1,000 1,000–3,000

0–20 TOC 0.35 0.25 0.27 0.33 0.56* −0.35 −0.42 −0.29 −0.05
AOC 0.56 0.41 0.55* 0.58* 0.49* −0.54* −0.19 −0.16 −0.30
NOC 0.28 0.19 0.18 0.25 0.53* −0.28 −0.43 −0.29 0.00

20–40 TOC 0.29 0.15 0.49* 0.47 0.15 −0.33 −0.05 −0.02 −0.25
AOC 0.27 0.28 0.46 0.45 0.04 −0.43 0.16 0.31 −0.14
NOC 0.27 0.11 0.47 0.44 0.16 −0.28 −0.08 −0.08 −0.25

40–60 TOC 0.31 0.02 0.26 0.28 0.44 −0.28 -0.29 −0.23 −0.03
AOC 0.43 −0.09 0.34 0.37 0.52* −0.58 −0.16 −0.06 −0.06
NOC 0.33 0.08 0.26 0.28 0.45 −0.27 −0.33 −0.23 −0.01

60–80 TOC 0.38 0.43 0.36 0.43 0.60** −0.37 −0.31 −0.45 −0.24
AOC 0.43 0.46 0.62** 0.66** 0.61** −0.50* −0.28 −0.35 −0.22
DOC 0.43 0.49* 0.31 0.41 0.65** −0.45 −0.29 −0.38 −0.20

80–100 TOC 0.01 −0.14 0.02 0.05 0.23 0.02 −0.17 −0.39 −0.17
AOC 0.13 −0.23 0.12 0.27 0.39 −0.25 −0.13 −0.29 −0.06
NOC 0.07 −0.05 0.03 0.09 0.28 −0.04 −0.19 −0.34 −0.14

*significant correlation (p < 0.05) and **significant correlation (p < 0.01).
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of the relation between each particle size content below 50 μm
and the TOC, AOC, and NOC contents in farmland is higher
than that in woodland, which is conductive to macroaggregate
formation and SOC component accumulation.

The contents of inorganic colloids (clay and silt) and SOM and
their strong or weak cementation also affect the chemical forms of
SOC and its components. More than 70% of the SOC in forest
mineral soils is protected in silt and clay aggregates (Garten et al.,
1999). In wasteland soil with a low SOC content, the stable carbon
pool is mainly composed of mineral-bound organic matter (Liu
et al., 2019). Fine particulate matter more easily forms stable
organic carbon that is resistant to decomposition. A larger
aggregate size is more conducive to a lower decomposition
degree of SOC, and the ratio of active carbon with an alkoxide
carbon structure is high, while a smaller aggregate size results in a
higher ratio of stable carbon with an antidecomposition alkyl
carbon structure (Guo et al., 2013). These findings fully explain
that the content of SOC and each particle size affect the
interaction between them and the stability of the SOC
components. Cambardella and Elliott (1992) used SOM
combined with >53 μm particles as the active carbon pool, it is
susceptible to both environmental factors and vegetation growth
(Six et al., 1999; Liu et al., 2019). AOC is more susceptible to
environmental change and human disturbance than TOC (Li
et al., 2021), and AOC is also an important material source of soil
nutrient supply, soil quality maintenance, and soil function (Pu
et al., 2017). The <53 μm mineral-bound organics protected by
clay and silt with a high degree of decay are inert carbon pools
(Tang et al., 2010; Lugato et al., 2021).

In the farmland of the FA and the NFA, the 10–50 μmparticles
are compared with each particle size in the <10 μm range, and the
10–50 μm particulate matter is more likely to be combined with
SOC to form macroaggregates; the humification degree is
relatively low, and the activity of SOC is higher than that of
the organic carbon combined with size <10 μmparticles; thus, the
difference and stability of AOC and NOC in soil are mainly
affected by the 10–50 μm and <10 μm particles.

The content of each particle size in the <10 μm range and its
correlation with the SOC in farmland in the NFA are higher than
those in farmland in the FA, which indicates that SOC in
farmland in the NFA is highly stable compared with that in
the FA. In comparing woodland with farmland, it is observed that
the contents of each particle size below 10 μm and the 10–50 μm
particles are low. This phenomenon is also the main reason
causing the content and stability of SOC in farmland to be
higher than those of SOC in woodland.

5 CONCLUSION

Land use and sediment alluviation/deposition are the main factors
influencing the vertical distribution and spatial variability
characteristics of particles with different sizes. The particulate
matter in the soil profile is mainly 10–50 μm and 50–250 μm in
size with an average content of approximately 65%. The contents of
the 2–5 μm, 5–10 μm, and 250–500 μm particles are similar, ranging
from 7% to 10%; the <2 μmparticle content is 4.08%–4.80%, and the

1,000–3,000 μm content is lower than 1%. The content difference
within the same size particle range is small in the soil profile. SoilD is
between 2.21 and 2.78. In the soil profile, the averageD value of each
layer in farmland is higher than that of each layer in woodland. The
50 μmparticle size can be used as the demarcation point to describeD
changes. The <50 μm particles have a positive effect on D, and the
>50 μm particles have a negative effect on D. The contents of the
10–50 μm, <2 μm, 2–5 μm, and 5–10 μmparticles and their dynamic
variances are the root causes of the D differences in the farmland/
woodland soils in the FA and the NFA.

The 50 μm particle size is the demarcation point in the
relationships between the SOC components and different
particle sizes, in which the contents of TOC, AOC, and NOC
are positively correlated with the particle size of <50 μm and
negatively or weakly correlated with the particle size of >50 μm
(1,000–3,000 μm). When comparing farmland with woodland, it
can be observed that the correlation degree with the particle size
of <50 μm is higher in farmland than in woodland, which is the
main reason why the SOC content in farmland is higher than that
in woodland. Analysis shows that contents of the 10–50 μm and
<10 μm particles are the main reasons for the differences in the
AOC and NOC contents and SOC stability in soil.

The relationships among the SOC components and different
particle sizes are consistent with those between D and the
different particle sizes, showing that the D difference can
reflect the change in SOC and its components and can be
used as an index to characterize the variance in soil properties
and quality. In this article, the distribution characteristics of the
soil particle size and their relationship with SOC are examined,
but the structural characteristics and formation of aggregates by
particles and SOC have not been discussed. It is of great
significance to examine the change and stabilization
mechanism of SOC, which will be reflected in future work.
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